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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements based on current expectations, including statements regarding our earnings
guidance and financial outlook and goals. These forward-looking statements are often identified by words such as “estimate,”
“predict,” “may,” “believe,” “plan,” “expect,” “require,” “intend,” “assume,” “project” and similar words. Because actual
results may differ materially from expectations, we caution you not to place undue reliance on these statements. A number of
factors could cause future results to differ materially from historical results, or from outcomes currently expected or sought by
Pinnacle West or APS. These factors include, but are not limited to: our ability to manage capital expenditures and operations and
maintenance costs while maintaining high reliability and customer service levels; variations in demand for electricity, including
those due to weather seasonality, the general economy, customer and sales growth (or decline), and the effects of energy
conservation measures and distributed generation; power plant and transmission system performance and outages; competition
in retail and wholesale power markets; regulatory and judicial decisions, developments and proceedings; new legislation, ballot
initiatives and regulation, including those relating to environmental requirements, regulatory policy, nuclear plant operations and
potential deregulation of retail electric markets; fuel and water supply availability; our ability to achieve timely and adequate rate
recovery of our costs, including returns on and of debt and equity capital investments; our ability to meet renewable energy and
energy efficiency mandates and recover related costs; risks inherent in the operation of nuclear facilities, including spent fuel
disposal uncertainty; current and future economic conditions in Arizona, including in real estate markets; the development of
new technologies which may affect electric sales or delivery; the cost of debt and equity capital and the ability to access capital
markets when required; environmental, economic and other concerns surrounding coal-fired generation, including regulation
of greenhouse gas emissions; volatile fuel and purchased power costs; the investment performance of the assets of our nuclear
decommissioning trust, pension, and other postretirement benefit plans and the resulting impact on future funding requirements;
the liquidity of wholesale power markets and the use of derivative contracts in our business; potential shortfalls in insurance
coverage; new accounting requirements or new interpretations of existing requirements; generation, transmission and distribution
facility and system conditions and operating costs; the ability to meet the anticipated future need for additional generation and
associated transmission facilities in our region; the willingness or ability of our counterparties, power plant participants and
power plant land owners to meet contractual or other obligations or extend the rights for continued power plant operations; and
restrictions on dividends or other provisions in our credit agreements and Arizona Corporation Commission orders. These and
other factors are discussed in Risk Factors described in Part I, Item 1A of the Pinnacle West/APS Annual Report on Form 10-K
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2018, which you should review carefully before placing any reliance on our financial
statements, disclosures or earnings outlook. Neither Pinnacle West nor APS assumes any obligation to update these statements,
even if our internal estimates change, except as required by law.
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We are a vertically integrated, regulated electric
utility in the growing Southwest United States

Pinnacle West: Who We Are
Our Business

Our Plants

Pinnacle West operates Arizona Public Service
Company (“APS”), our principal subsidiary

APS co-owns and operates power plants in the
Southwest, with full operational control and
responsibility for:

$18B

Consolidated
Assets

Arizona’s largest and longestserving electric company, providing
affordable and reliable electricity for
approximately 1.2M customers

Our Energy Sources1
7.7%

Gas/Oil

PALO VERDE

A 2-unit coal-fired
power plant

A 3-unit coal-fired
power plant

The largest
nuclear power
plant in the U.S.

1,540 MW2

767 MW2

3,990 MW2

30.5%

23.2%

Largest clean-air
generator in the
United States

Nuclear

Renewables (Purchased
Power 5.7% and Owned 2.0%)

23.5%

CHOLLA

APS shares ownership of Palo Verde with six other
utilities, but maintains sole management responsibility
for the nation’s largest nuclear plant

15.1%

Purchased-Power Conventional

FOUR CORNERS

Coal

27

Years as the
nation’s largest
power producer of
any kind

>$1B

Annual budget
managed solely
by APS

	APS’s sources of energy by type used to supply energy to native load customers during 2018

1

	Net generation rating; APS owns 29.1% of Palo Verde, 63.0% of Four Corners and 50.5% of Cholla

2
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A Strategy to Drive Value
The Core is the foundation for our strategic and
business initiatives

The APS Strategic Business Plan is anchored by
four themes that align with industry trends shaping
our future and the way we do business
Clean
Build a clean energy future for tomorrow and
continue to maintain a 50% clean energy
mix today
Affordable
Deliver affordable energy for the benefit of
the customers and communities we serve
Reliable
Safely and efficiently deliver reliable energy
to meet the needs of our customers now
and in the future
Customer Focused
Develop innovative and new solutions to meet
the changing needs of our customers
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Pinnacle West: Our Future

We are making clean energy and infrastructure
investments to support Arizona’s growth

Our future includes:
• More clean energy
• A healthier environment
• Palo Verde Generating Station, the largest clean energy
producer in the country
• Infrastructure to power Arizona’s growth

To get there we will:
• Continue Arizona’s solar leadership
• Invest in battery storage and other clean technologies
• Invest in infrastructure to support electric vehicles
• Partner with customers to achieve their clean
energy goals

We expect 340,000 new customers and a 30% increase in our customer’s energy needs by 2030
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Clean Energy Investments

Plans to invest in 950 MW of new clean technology
by 2025

2018 Battery Storage RFP
• 141 MW located on six APS solar plant sites
• Utility owned
• Anticipated in-service by mid-2020

2018 Peaking Capacity RFP
• 150 MW of battery storage
• 20 year power purchase agreements beginning
June 2021

Future Investments
• At least 660 MW of solar plus battery storage and standalone battery storage by mid-2025
• Utility owned
• First 260 MW to be procured in 2019
• 60 MW on additional APS solar plant sites
• 100 MW of solar plus 100 MW of battery storage
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Sustainability

APS’s vision is to create a sustainable energy future
for Arizona

Five critical areas of our sustainability efforts
Carbon Management

• Commitment to exit coal by 2038
• MSCI Environmental Sustainability and Governance “A” rating1

Today, we serve customers with an
energy mix that is 50% clean

Energy Innovation

• More than 1,400 MW of installed solar capacity
• Plan to add at least 950 MW of new clean technologies by 2025

Safety & Security

• Nearly 50% reduction in physical security false alarms since 2016
• Ongoing cyber threat awareness training and drills to enhance preparedness

Our 10 grid-scale solar plants are
powered by more than 1 million
solar panels

Water Resources

• 13% reduction in groundwater use since 2014
• 20 billion gallons of wastewater recycled each year to cool Palo Verde

People

• Average employee tenure of 12.5 years due to strong talent strategy
• More than 20% of our employees are veterans
1

Palo Verde Generating Station provides
nearly 70% of Arizona’s carbon-free
energy and uses recycled wastewater to
cool the plant

As of November 6, 2018
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We have already retired 849 MWs of coal-fired
generation

Coal Exit Strategy

Navajo
315 MW by
end of 2019

2,000

1,600

Plan to reduce carbon
intensity by 23%
over the next 15 years
Cholla
387 MW
by 2025
Remaining
970 MW
by 2038

1,200

800

400

Coal Free

0
2018

2019

2025

2038

• We have a long history of transitioning to clean energy resources that reduce carbon emissions
• Since 2005, baseline carbon emissions have been reduced by more than six million tons per year, which
represents a 28% reduction
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APS surpassed the Paris Agreement greenhouse gas
reduction goal 9 years early

Carbon Avoidance Metric
• Measures Companywide carbon reduction, not just generation

Carbon Avoidance Opportunities
• Retiring coal plants
• Renewable energy generation
• Power purchase agreements
• Energy efficiency programs for customers
• Energy efficient buildings
• Fleet electrification

20
13.6

10
3.8

0
2016

2017

2018

Since 2015 APS has avoided 18.1 million metric
tons of carbon dioxide emissions that would have
been emitted – equivalent of removing almost
4 million automobiles from the road

EMISSION REDUCTIONS
40,000
2005
2018

• Since 2005 we have reduced
• CO2 emissions by 28%
• NOx emissions by 75%
• SO2 emissions by 86%
• NOx emission reduced by 88% compared to 2005 at
the Four Corners Plant as a result of recently installed
emission controls

30,000

20,000

10,000
0
CO21
1
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18.1

8.5

2015

Tons

Clean Energy

CUMULATIVE CARBON AVOIDANCE
CO2 Emissions
(Million Metric Tons)

Carbon Avoidance and
Emission Reductions

NOx

SO2

CO2 = ‘000 tons
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Performance Results

Consistent performance with a strong outlook
for the future
PNW NET INCOME1
($ in millions)

Strong Earnings Performance
• Track record of earnings growth
• Favorable rate case decision in August 2017 supports revenue
generation and infrastructure investment
• Strong long-term fundamentals in Arizona (population growth,
economic development)

5% Growth

550

440

$511

$406

330

220

110
0
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

DIVIDEND GROWTH2
($ in millions)
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Delivering Value to Our Shareholders
• In 2018, Pinnacle West increased its dividend by 6%,
representing the 7th straight year of increases2

Annual growth
goal of 6%

4

3
$2.27

$2.38

$2.50

2013

2014

2015

$2.62

2016

$2.78

$2.95

2

1
0

1
2

2017

2018

In millions; “Net Income” represents consolidated net income attributable to common shareholders.
Future dividends subject to declaration at Board of Directors’ discretion.
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Executive Compensation Highlights

Shareholder feedback
informs compensation
program design

Substantial portion of pay is
at risk

No excise tax gross-up
provisions in new or
materially amended Change
of Control Agreements

Anti-hedging and
anti-pledging policy

• For 2018, 88% for the CEO
and 68% for other NEOs

Performance shares are 100% tied
to relative performance of TSR and
various operational metrics and
require 90th percentile performance for
maximum payouts

Stock ownership guidelines for all
executive officers

Clawback policy for our current or former executive officers covering short- and long-term incentive awards
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Positioning for the Future

The Board is focused on succession planning to
provide a sustainable leadership pipeline

Succession Planning Context
• Given our need for specialized experience, we maintain strong management succession planning practices
and are focused on developing and retaining talent within our Company
• CEO and senior leadership succession planning continues to be a focus for the Board, and we have been
executing on a very deliberate succession and development plan
• Jeff Guldner has been named President of APS and has responsibility for all areas of APS excluding
nuclear generation
• Bob Smith joined the Company as Senior Vice President and General Counsel of Pinnacle West and APS
• Daniel Froetscher was promoted to Executive Vice President of Operations of APS
• The Board and Human Resources Committee believed that a performance-contingent award was critical to
retaining a retirement-eligible CEO for what was perceived to be a multiple-year succession planning period
• The performance goals were structured to incentivize continued financial performance (measured by a 2017
return on equity percentage goal and 2017 and 2018 earnings goals) while ensuring that succession and
development related milestones were met
• In February 2019, the Human Resources Committee approved a $4 million payment under the
performance-contingent award to our CEO because all of the defined performance goals had been met
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Our Directors possess the deep and diverse skills
and experience necessary to provide effective
oversight of our strategy and operations

Board of Directors
DON BRANDT
Chairman, President & CEO,
Pinnacle West & Chairman & CEO, APS
Also serves as and a Board Member of
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations and
Edison Electric Institute and is the immediate
past Chairman of Nuclear Energy Institute

KATHY MUNRO
Principal,
BridgeWest, LLC
Lead Director
Former CEO, Bank of
America Southwest
Banking Group
DENIS CORTESE
Director, Health
Care Delivery
& Policy
Program, ASU

RICK FOX
Independent
Consultant
Former Managing
Partner of
Ernst & Young

MIKE GALLAGHER
Chairman Emeritus,
Gallagher &
Kennedy, P.A.

DALE KLEIN
Professor of
Mechanical
Engineering,
University of Texas
at Austin

PAULA SIMS
Professor of Practice
and Executive
Coach, UNC
Kenan-Flagler
Business School

91%

Former Chairman
of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission

Former
utility executive

of our independent Director nominees
are gender or ethnically diverse

BERT LOPEZ
Chairman of
the Board, HSL
Properties Inc.

JIM TREVATHAN
Former EVP and
COO, Waste
Management, Inc.

independent

30%

Adopted proxy access
Director retirement policy at age 75

4
BRUCE NORDSTROM
President &
CPA, Nordstrom
Associates, P.C.

DAVID WAGENER
Managing
Partner, Wagener
Capital Management

11 years
Average
Tenure

5

11+ years

Former President
and CEO of
Mayo Clinic
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Board Evaluation and Refreshment

Our Board has a robust process for evaluating
performance and Board refreshment

Board Evaluations
• Thorough annual evaluation process
• Each Director completes Board and Committee evaluation as well as self evaluation
• Lead Director has one-on-one discussion with each Director regarding the Board, its functions, its
membership and the individual’s plan with respect to his or her continuing Board service
• Lead Director is prepared to have any conversations necessary to keep the Board, and each individual
director, functioning at a high-performing level
• Evaluations are reviewed by the Corporate Governance Committee and Board prior to nominations

Board Refreshment
• Thoughtful Board refreshment process to allow for smooth transition of leadership
• Retirement policy restricts nomination after age 75
• Developed a matrix of current Directors’ key skills and experience
• Corporate Governance Committee identifies and evaluates potential nominees to join the Board and identifies
the skills, qualifications and diversity necessary for effective oversight
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Voting Items and
Board Recommendations
BOARD
RECOMMENDATION

VOTING ITEMS
Proposal 1

To elect eleven directors to serve until the 2020
Annual Meeting of Shareholders

FOR each
director nominee

Proposal 2

To hold an advisory vote to approve
executive compensation

FOR

Proposal 3

To ratify the appointment of our independent
accountant for the year ending
December 31, 2019

FOR

A shareholder proposal asking the Company
to amend its governing documents to reduce
the ownership threshold to 10% to call special
shareholder meetings, if properly presented at the
Annual Meeting

AGAINST

Proposal 4
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